
             
             
    
    
    
 
 
 

 

For immediate release: March 2011 

GGG Corp announces its newly designed website:  
www.gggcorp.com 

 
Bohemia, NY, 03/11/11 - GGG Corp has launched a completely new website. It contains a brand 
new parts application search engine, instructional videos and over 20 different downloads.  
www.gggcorp.com  is designed to better service our key markets; Glass Shops, Wholesale 
Distributors, Auto Glass Manufacturers and Restoration Customers.  In addition, GGG’s 
extensive line of Auto Glass Replacement Parts and related GGG Accessories are also included.   
 
Gold Glass Group's mission is to supply high quality products to the Automotive Glass and 
Restoration Industries. GGG offers a comprehensive product line ranging from Part Specific-
Direct Fit Mouldings and Universal Mouldings for the Auto Glass Replacement Market, to 
products for Automotive Glass Manufacturers, as well as specialty products designed specifically 
for the Auto Restoration Industry. To complete its product line, GGG also offers a wide range of 
sensors, tapes, foam core butyl, side view mirrors, wiper blades and tools all designed to assist e 
auto glass professional. 
  
Mr. Gold, President of GGG Corp says our site is used as an internal resource for the staff at 
GGG Corp. It is the directory of GGG. We, as you, should use it every day. 
 
Four generations in the retail glass business, laid the foundation for the start of Gold Glass Group 
in 1988 when they were the first company to introduce Automotive Glass Universal Mouldings. 
Today, the expansive line of over 3000 SKU's ensures GGG's dedication to meet the needs of the 
Auto Glass Industry. 

 
Environmental responsibility is not only good for the planet, but is important to our staff, our 
customers and strengthens our community. GGG's new facility is designed to be energy efficient, 
utilizing lighting systems that minimize our impact on the planet's resources. GGG recycles over 
two tons of cardboard weekly and purchases recycled office products whenever possible 

 
Gold Glass Group's Quality Management System received its official ISO 9001:2008 
International Standard Certification on April 15, 2010. 

 
 

GGG provides individualized support for its customers. A live and knowledgeable person will 
always answer your call to GGG. 
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GGG Corp 
545-4 Johnson Ave 
Bohemia, NY 11716 
Office: 631-981-4277 
 800-448-5188 
Fax: 631-981-4299 
www.gggcorp.com 
LMont@gggcorp.com 
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